DRUG TEST, DATE RAPE DRUGS
DESCRIPTION
The Comprehensive Date Rape Panel can be performed using blood, urine or hair, and tests for drugs most
commonly used in date rape situations. The recommended biological specimen to be tested should be
determined by the incident date.

WHY DO I NEED THIS TEST?
All it takes is one second for someone to drop a drug into your beverage while you are not looking, and the
next second you may be ingesting it without notice. Whether it’s a prescription drug, an illicit drug or even an
over-the-counter allergy medication, the results might be that you unknowingly lose your memory, inhibitions
and consciousness. If an unfortunate situation has occurred to you or a loved one, this test may be just what
you need. ANY LAB TEST NOW can test a variety of specimen types, but it is important to order this test as
close to the incident date as possible.

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO GET MY LAB TEST RESULTS?
Test results are generally available within ten (10) business days after your specimen is collected.

OTHER RELEVANT LAB TESTS
You may want to also consider the Comprehensive STD Panel, HIV Test, or Annual Check‐Up Panel. For
diagnosis or treatment options, show your test results to a physician.
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